Contribute to develop Member States capacities for coastal hazard assessment

Regular Budget = US$30K

• Organized Dominican Republic (May 2016) and Central America (June 2016) workshops

Spent or committed so far US 24K
Promote integrated and sustained monitoring and warning systems

Regular Budget = US$22K

- Book keeping of NTWC/TWFP/NTC data, including follow up of PTWC Communication Tests.
- Sea Level and Seismic data sharing - IOC SLSMF
- Promoting seismic data sharing
- Secretariat support to ICG and WGs/TTs meetings (ICG XI & XII, Officers Meetings)
- Annual funding from Monaco for Sea Level US 20K

Spent or committed so far = US$22
Educating communities at risk with respect to ocean-related hazards prevention

Regular Budget = US$36K

- CTIC – Director (a.i)
- Support to ITIC TEMPP and Haiti & Dominican Republic
- DIPECHO Central America – US 578K
- DIPECHO Dominican Republic (jointly with UNDP) – US 170K
- DIPECHO Haiti (Jointly with UNDP) – US 165K
- Funding from Netherlands for CTIC US 80K

Simulacro Evacuación Tsunami en San Cristóbal (República Dominicana)

Expenditures so far = US$35 K
Thank You